
 

 

       

  Get Ready to Be Creative 

 
 

Class Title: Fusing: 302 Reactive Glasses 

 

Approx. Material Cost:   Included. 

 

Experience Required: Students must have previous fusing experience, such as a beginning fusing class like  

Fusing Is Fun or Beginning Fusing: 101. 

 

Type of Class: Demonstration and hands-on project. 

 

Class Description: Come explore the reactive capabilities of fusible glasses.  Discover the fun and creative 

possibilities of fusing glasses that produce interesting effects by chemical reactions.  

While fusing in a kiln the chemicals that help give the glass it’s color can react with 

certain chemicals in other glasses.  This reaction occurs at the interface of where the 

glasses meet.  This class will help you figure out which glasses react with other glasses 

and how to use this information to enhance your work.  The knowledge gained is also 

valuable if you are trying to avoid the accidental reaction that can ruin a piece.  Students 

will have an opportunity to work with a variety of reactive glasses and create sample tiles 

to keep for further reference. Firing schedules and related topics will also be covered.  

Some glass fusing and cutting experience is required.  All materials and use of tools is 

included. 

 

Safety: Please do not wear sandals if cutting or handling glass. 

 Safety glasses must be worn during class, provided if needed.  

Tools & Materials Included: An outline and printed fusing schedules will be provided. Use of our grinders and saws. 

Use of glass cutters and breakers Fusible glass for class projects 

 

Additional Tools & Materials: Students may want to bring additional fusible glass (90 COE) Pen/paper for notes.  

Cancellation Policy:  If you are unable to attend class for any reason please contact Delphi at least 3 

business days prior to the start date of the class. You may cancel and receive a 

refund or you may transfer to another class. Call 1-800-248-2048 ext. 3024.  

Delphi makes every effort to avoid cancellation or rescheduling of classes. However, 
we reserve the right to cancel due to a lack of enrollment, inclement weather or 
unforeseeable circumstances. If a class is cancelled or rescheduled you will be notified 
by email or phone 3 days prior to the start date of the class. You will be given the option 
to enroll in another class or receive a refund. Please consider the possibility of class 
cancellation or rescheduling when making travel arrangements. Delphi is not liable for 
any expenses incurred due to cancelled or rescheduled classes.   
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